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28Funky Monkey Bars
®

 

Funky Monkey Bars is a family-owned, Australian company that’s been designing and 
manufacturing backyard monkey bars, outdoor play and fitness equipment in Australia 
for over 12 years.

Proudly the world’s first manufacturer of free-standing and height-adjustable monkey 
bars and independently awarded for innovative design.  All Funky Monkey Bars are 
modular, to allow your frame to grow and change to meet the needs of your family.

Funky Monkey Bars has taken backyard play & fitness equipment to a new level 
in safety, strength and versatility and continues to break new ground in design to 
introduce new components every year that add-on to the modular range of fun.

Funky Monkey Bars are made with Australian steel, we employ local and manufacture 
to Australia’s high-quality standards and we only sell direct and deliver directly to our 
customers’ backyards.

Contact the Funky Crew for advice on which frame will fit in your backyard. 
1300 912 198 
 info@funkymonkeybars.com
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Funky Monkey Bars® are delivered from our manufacturing 
shed in Perth, Western Australia to your door! 

28 5084 5228

OUR STORY
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A truly ground-breaking, free-standing 
design that has taken backyard 

playgrounds to a new level in strength, 
stability and portability. All Funky 

Monkey Bars feature the unique ‘twirly 
whirly’ bars to brace the frame against 

movement and allow it to stand 
without the need to concrete – just 

peg it down on grass.

Funky Monkey Bars made the 
world’s first height-adjustable 

monkey bar to allow your frame to 
grow up with your family and for 

your child to take age-appropriate 
challenges. Height-adjustable from 
1.2 to 2.3m height and some of the 

frames climb to three metres.

Built tough and strong enough for lots 
of kids to play together and also for 
adults to use for fun and fitness.  The 
900mm wide x 3 metre long monkey 

bar allows plenty of kids to get 
involved. Load rated from 756kg for 
The Original frame to 1,690kg for the 

ultimate Mandrill PLUS.

The first Funky Monkey Bars was 
made for our own children.  Since 

then, thousands of kids have got out 
in the backyard on their Australian-

made Funky Monkey Bars; made with 
Australian galvanised steel, built to 
Australian Standards in the Western 

Australian manufacturing sheds. 

All Funky Monkey Bars playground 
configurations are designed within 

Australian Standards AS4685 for 
commercial playgrounds as only the 
best will do for all Funky kids when it 

comes to quality and safety.

Funky Monkey Bars is a modular 
system.  You choose the size of the 
frame that will fit in your backyard 
and then choose the accessories 
to customise to suit the age and 
interests of all the family. Add on 

more frame and accessories as the 
family grows to keep everyone active 

and outdoors at play together.  

Funky Monkey Bars instructions 
are bullet proof for the novice to 

be able to follow step-by-step.  It is 
recommended two people undertake 

installation armed with a level and 
some muscle – all the tools needed 

come supplied with your frame.  Video 
tips can be found on the website 

funkymonkeybars.com 

FUNKY COLOUR RANGE
All Funky Monkey Bars frames are 
made from Australian galvanised 
steel, coated inside and out so it 

won’t corrode, with malleable iron 
fittings. Powder-coated in Australia 
for Australian conditions using UV 

protected Dulux and Interpon 
paints for a quality finish. Only the 
best materials are sourced for the 

extensive range of accessories.

We’ve made our 
Funky Monkey 
Bars® to suit you 
with a host of 
features that 
make our award-
winning play and 
fitness equipment 
tough, durable, 
creative, portable, 
to high safety 
standards and 
above all fun.
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So great is our confidence in 
Funky Monkey Bars outstanding 

design and Australian quality 
manufacturing standards, we 

offer a 10-year warranty on Funky 
Monkey Bars frames.  For all 

accessories and powder-coating 
the warranty is one year.

CUSTOMISE TO SUIT 
YOUR FAMILY

STRONG ENOUGH FOR 
KIDS AND ADULTS

BUILT TO AUSTRALIAN 
STANDARDS

WORLD’S FIRST HEIGHT-
ADJUSTABLE MONKEY BAR

UNIQUE, FREE-STANDING 
PATENT DESIGN

10 YEAR WARRANTY MADE FOR SELF-INSTALLATION 
WITH EASY INSTRUCTIONSChoose from a range of colours 

that kids love and that fit with our 
uniquely industrial look; purple, lime 
green, blue, green, red and silver. 

All the upright legs of the frame will 
be a contemporary silver and the 
colour choice is in the monkey bar 

and twirly whirly bars.

QUALITY MATERIALS AUSTRALIAN MADE
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28AUSTRALIAN MADE6
Funky Monkey Bars frames feature 
Australian manufactured steel 
produced to Australian Standards for its 
exceptional quality and consistency.

Unique Australian technology is used to 
protect the steel from corrosion on the 
inside and out. A uniform and consistent 
electro-galvanised zinc coating and 
clear polymer protective coating is 
applied to both sides of the steel.  

The galvanised steel tube used 
in all Funky Monkey Bars is 48mm 
diameter throughout the frame and 
26mm diameter in the 850mm long 
rungs.  All the galvanised steel pipe 
is then powder-coated in Australia, 
for Australian conditions, using UV 
protected Dulux and Interpon paints for 
a quality finish in six brilliant colours.

AUSTRALIAN 
STEEL USED IN 
AUSTRALIAN MADE 
MONKEY BARS 

MACHINED
WITH PRECISION 

At Funky Monkey Bars we 
choose not to weld your 
frame to maintain the 
integrity of the corrosion 
protective qualities of the 
double-coated Australian 
steel pipe.

Rather, we use precision 
laser steel cutting 
machinery so that your 
frame is accurately 
cut to within a fraction 
of a millimetre for self-
installation and portability 
in your backyard.

The versatility of the 
modular frames, when 
they’re made for you in 
Western Australia, allow 
you to continue on your 
Funky Monkey Bars journey 
as the range grows along 
with your family.28

28
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You choose 
one colour 
to be used 

for your 
ladder, rungs 

and twirly 
whirly bars.

FUNKY MONKEY 
BARS

®

 FRAMES

Everyone loves a monkey 
bar and The Original is 
the base frame for all 
Funky Monkey Bars® and 
its complete range of 
modular fun. Add-on to The 
Original with extra frames 
and accessories to suit 
your family as it grows. The 
Original features a three-
metre long, 900mm wide 
height-adjustable monkey 
bar with nine rungs, to 
allow two monkeys to 
safely go past one-another 
at a time.  

Like all Funky Monkey 
Bars®, The Original includes 
four ‘twirly whirly’ bars, 
that are designed to spin 
around and to stabilise 
the frame. Simply peg it 
down on grass – no need 
for concrete. Load rated       
to 756kg.   
               

THE
ORIGINAL

All Funky Monkey 
Bars® are height 
adjustable from 
1.2 to 2.3 metres.

All legs and 
swing frames 
are powder 

coated silver. 

Free-standing and 
portable. There 
is no need to 

cement them in.

BASE FRAME FOR ALL 
FUNKY MONKEY BARS® 

8
$1,090

4-5m* (L) x 2–2.7m* (W) x 2.3m (H)
* you can position stabilising 
bars at different angles to 
reduce the footprint

All prices inclusive of GST. 
Order online | funkymonkeybars.com

This award-winning 
design has been 

recognised with a 
Australian Good 
Design Selection.

28
28
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THE
ORIGINAL
PLUS SINGLE 
SWING FRAME

5m (L) x 2m (W) x 2.3m (H)

$1,560

add-on
extra
swing

9
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Also 
available 

with a 
Flying Fox 

Handle
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THE
ORANGUTAN
PLUS FLOATING FLYING FOX 
FLYING FOX FUN ON 
A NARROW FRAME

5m (L) x 2.6m (W) x 2.3m (H)

$2,380

Designed for yards that are narrow The Orangutan is a 5m x 2m 
wide frame that includes the monkey bars with two swing stations 
featuring a Sling Swing and a Trapeze. The perfect monkey bar 
for a growing family as you can continue to add more frame and 
swap out accessories to suit all ages.
 
The Orangutan has fast become the swing set of choice for a 
modern Australian backyard because of its size and a slick design 
that could feature anywhere in the yard; back, side or front! Load 
rated to 923kg. Options to grow this frame are endless.

 

THE
ORANGUTAN
STYLISH FUNKY FUN FOR NARROW SPACES

5m (L) x 2m (W) x 2.3m (H)

All prices inclusive of GST. 
Order online | funkymonkeybars.com

$1,890

THE
ORANGUTAN
PLUS FLOATING FOX & CUBBY

5m (L) x 3.2m (W) x 2.3m (H)

$3,120
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5m (L) x 2m (W) x 2.3m (H)

For climbers, the addition of the Cargo Wall to 
The Orangutan will build skills and confidence. 
Kids love the Cargo Wall to hang and climb 
together with a bunch of friends.  Combined 
with the Monkey Bar, Sling Swing and 
Trapeze you have a sleek and slim backyard 
playground. Plenty of options to swap-in and 
add-on as the family grows.  Load rated to 
923kgs suitable for children and adults.

$2,420

THE
ORANGUTAN
PLUS CARGO 
INCLUDES 3M CARGO WALL

THE
ORANGUTAN
PLUS COMBAT
INCLUDES AWARD-WINNING 
COMBAT LADDER

5m (L) x 2m (W) x 3m (H)

$2,930

Monkey bar heaven with the Combat Ladder alongside the 3m monkey bar on The 
Orangutan PLUS Combat.  The 30-degree angle monkey bars require a different skill and 
muscle to conquer.  Perfectly paired with the Cargo Net and Roman Rings for gymnastics 
and fitness training and fun.  Load rated to 923kg and suitable for children and adults.

28
28

All prices inclusive of GST. 
Order online | funkymonkeybars.com

ADD-ON
Flying 

Fox
ADD-ON

CHALLENGE 
WITH 

FLOATING 
NINJA GRIPS
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The Lemur V2 is great for Funky Monkey kids who love to climb and swing with the 
challenge of the Delta Ninja Rings and 3m Horizontal Jungle Rope combined with the 
900mm wide x 3 metre long monkey bar – you can play like a monkey all day. 
 
With the inclusion of classic playground fun on the Sling Swing and Trapeze, the kids will 
go bananas for The Lemur V2.

Continue to add-on to The Lemur V2 with the 3m Cargo Wall or Floating Accessories Bar 
or go higher with a Height Extender or Combat Ladder.  The options are endless with 
this as the base frame. Load rated to 780kgs.

 

THE
LEMUR V2
LOADED WITH CLIMBING FUN

$2,530

5m (L) x 3m (W) x 2.3m (H)28
28

28
28

THE
CHIMP

The Chimp is a popular entry point into Funky Monkey Bars® modular, outdoor play 
system. It has the height-adjustable, three-metre monkey bar combined with two 
popular swings; the sling swing and the trapeze, or swap out these accessories for 
others like the Cargo Net, Jungle Rope or Chillin’ Hammock Swing.

It’s super easy to add-on more frame and convert The Chimp to The Gorilla 
or The Ninja, or another fantastic combination. Load rated to 923kg.

               

MONKEY BARS AND SWINGS WITH SPACE TO ADD-ON 

$1,710

5m (L) x 3m* (W) x 2.3m (H)
* only 2m at opposite end

All prices inclusive of GST. 
Order online | funkymonkeybars.com

The Lemur includes more classic playground fun with the addition of a 
three-metre Flying Fox. The Funky Monkey Bars® Flying Fox is a smooth ride on 
polyurethane wheels with a heavy-duty trolley that can take adults and kids.

The Flying Fox comes with a Button Swing/Seat to sit or stand, or swap it for 
the Flying Fox Handle to fly across. The combination of a Monkey Bar, Flying 
Fox, Sling swing and Trapeze is endless fun. Load rated to 780kg.
 

THE
LEMUR
INCLUDES THE FUNKY FLYING FOX

$2,430

5m (L) x 3m (W) x 2.3m (H)
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LOTS OF ACCESSORIES 
FOR KIDS OF ALL AGES

5m (L) x 3m (W) x 2.3m (H)

$2,475

THE
GORILLA

The Gorilla is a brilliant backyard playground for the whole family and 
plenty of friends. It includes the Toddler Swing so that the very young can be 
part of the fun, progress to climb the Cargo Net and build strength to tackle the 
monkey bars and swings and hang upside down on the twirly-whirly bars and Trapeze. 
You can swap out any of the accessories to suit your family and the age of the kids.

The Gorilla is one of Funky Monkey Bars® most popular frames. You can easily add-on 
popular accessories like the Floating Flying Fox, the Nest Swing Package, Combat Ladder or a 
Firefighter’s Pole, plus so much more. The perfect frame to grow with your family. Load rated to 1,090kg.

All prices inclusive of GST. 
Order online | funkymonkeybars.com

This wildly popular model takes The Gorilla and adds-on Funky Monkey 
Bars® most popular accessories; the Floating Flying Fox and the Nest Swing 
Package. It’s the ultimate backyard playground for all ages.

This perfectly balanced frame is adored by families everywhere because it’s loaded with so much 
fun in such a compact and functional frame. Easy to add-on more challenging equipment like the 
Combat Ladder, Height Extenders and more fitness and sports equipment. Load rated  to 1,090kg.

THE
GORILLA
THE ULTIMATE BACKYARD MONKEY 
BAR AND SWING SET

$3,345

5m (L) x 3.6m (W) x 2.3m (H)

PLUS FLOATING FLYING FOX & NEST SWING
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INCLUDES 3M 
HORIZONTAL CLIMB

5m (L) x 3m (W) x 2.3m (H)

$2,895

THE
GORILLA

A great frame for budding ninja warriors in your 
family. Featuring the 3m Horizontal Climbing Net with 
10 detachable rubber grips alongside a 3m height-
adjustable Monkey Bar to swing, climb and scramble 
across and back on your own backyard obstacle 
course. Chill out atop the Climbing Net made with 
heavy-duty polyester strapping and tough shade mesh 
tarp and load rated to 360kgs. The frame is load rated 
to 1,090kgs.

PLUS CLIMBING NET

For those who want that little bit extra, this is perfect for all ages and the ideal 
combination of fun and fitness. Featuring the added challenge of a 3m high 
Combat Ladder and Power Pole, a huge Cargo Wall and a long 3m Jungle 
Rope.  Load rated to 1,090kg and suitable for children and adults.

THE
GORILLA
INCLUDES COMBAT 
LADDER & CARGO WALL

$4,035

5m (L) x 3m (W) x 3m (H)

PLUS COMBAT

All prices inclusive of GST. 
Order online | funkymonkeybars.com

1918
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THE CHEEKY
LITTLE MONKEY
THE FRAME FOR CHEEKY LITTLE SPACES 

$1,840

3.5m (L) x 2.3m (W) x 2.3m 

Available in 
TWO colours: 

Blue and Lime.

The Cheeky Little Monkey is made for backyards limited by space with a compact footprint of just 3.5m x 2.3m and it’s 
loaded with fun. Ideal for small kids or small backyards.

As a stand-alone frame it includes the accessories designed to fit a small space; a Cargo Net, Jungle Rope and Trapeze. 
The addition of the Accessories Bar allows you to add-on more equipment like the Ninja Grips or Nest Swing or the 2.3m 
Horizontal Climbing Net.

The seven-rung monkey bars and 450mm twirly whirly bars are shorter than our regular range so that you can pop up The Cheeky 
Little Monkey in tight spaces. It is free-standing like all Funky Monkey Bars® so no need for concrete! Load rated to 1,403kg.

PLEASE NOTE: Not all accessories can attach to this small frame and the option to grow this is limited because the base 
frame is smaller.

THE CHEEKY
LITTLE MONKEY

INCLUDES FLYING FOX & 
FIREFIGHTER’S POLE

$2,550

3.5m (L) x 2.9m (W) x 2.3m 

The NEW 2.3m Floating Flying Fox floats out from the Cheeky frame on galvanised steel 
extension bars and brackets.  Also added on is the Firefighter’s Pole, for kids to climb up the 
Cargo Net and then slide back down, and the Trapeze and Jungle Rope. There is still room 
to add-on more with an extra 2.3m Accessories Bar included. Load rated to 1,403kg.

PLUS

All prices inclusive of GST. 
Order online | funkymonkeybars.com

ADD-ON
CUBBY 

& NINJA 
GRIPS

21
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Kids who love monkey bars love more bars, at various heights, to climb, swing 
and twirl and you’ve got all that in The Tamarin. Adored by gymnasts for the 
training they can do in the backyard.

The Tamarin adds the strength building features of Dip Bars, or Parallel Bars 
as they are referred to by the kids, and it includes the height-adjustable 
Gymnastics Bar attached to the nine-rung, three metre monkey bars. Load 
rated to 900kg.

 

Amongst the twirly, spinning and gymnastics feats, with extra frames added to 
The Tamarin you can also choose to chill out on a swing or hang on a trapeze. It’s 
a whole family frame this combo and they’ll love it. You can add-on whatever 
accessories will suit your family when you create two extra swing stations. Load 
rated to 1,140kg.

 

THE
TAMARIN

$1,690

5m (L) x 3m (W) x 2.3m (H)

PLUS SWING FRAMES
A BAR WORKOUT WITH SWINGS TO SUIT EVERYONE

THE
TAMARIN
GYMNASTICS AND STRENGTH TRAINING

$1,670

5m (L) x 2m (W) x 2.3m (H)

$2,460

Circus performers and gymnasts love 
the Aerial Tamarin as it includes a three-
metre high Accessories Bar to hang 
aerial equipment including the Yoga 
Swing, Aerial Silk, 3m long Jungle Rope 
and Roman Rings. When attached to 
The Tamarin, that includes a monkey 
bar, parallel and gymnastics bars, it will 
make dreams come true for performers 
of all ages. 

The Aerial Tamarin features the 3m 
Height Extender to allow extra room to 
swing and hang and can be used by 
kids and adults. Load rated to 1,464kg 
it’s an impressive free-standing design!

THE AERIAL
TAMARIN

TRAIN TO JOIN THE 
CIRCUS IN THE BACKYARD

$2,995

5m (L) x 3m (W) x 3m (H)

All prices inclusive of GST. 
Order online | funkymonkeybars.com
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A free-standing and compact backyard workout station at 3 metres 
high that is suitable for adults and older kids.

The Silverback is perfect for backyard training using body weight to 
build strength and fitness. Features a height-adjustable Pull-Up Bar, 
Dip Bars and additional galvanised steel bars to hang resistance 
training equipment.

Funky Monkey Bars has a range of fitness equipment to add-on to 
The Silverback including; an Outdoor Boxing Bag, Weight Bar Holders, 
Roman Rings, 3m Jungle Rope and Ninja Grips. Load rated to 700kg.

THE
silverback

BACKYARD FITNESS STATION 

$1,090

2m (L) x 1.85m (W) x 3m (H)

All prices inclusive of GST. 
Order online | funkymonkeybars.com

Popular Silverback training add-ons

Boxing Bag                 

28
28

28
28

The Spider Monkey is the same shape and size as the popular 
Orangutan Plus but loaded with Ninja fun!

Just like a Ninja Warrior, travel across the bars on the Traverse 
Rocket Rings, swing between Monkey Bars and the Delta Rings and 
scramble up and over the 3m Cargo Wall.  

Loaded with fun and still room to add-on more equipment including 
more Ninja Grips, Dip Bars and Roman Rings. Add-on a Swing and a 
Trapeze and all the kids will be happy. Load-rated to 1,250kgs.

THE 
SPIDER 
MONKEY 

THE COMPACT NINJA TRAINER

$3,140

5m (L) x 2.5m (W) x 2.3m (H)

Weight bar holders            Roman Rings                 3m Jungle Rope                    Ninja Grips              Yoga Swing               
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Winner of the prestigious Good Design Award 2020 and a Finalist in the Australia By Design TV series for 
outstanding and innovative design. Funky fans were quick to adopt the Funky Monkey Bars challenge 
that’s higher and harder with the addition of the Combat Ladder climbing up a 30 degree monkey bar 
to three metres high, across and then down again on an angle.

It also includes the 3m Height Extender that allows you to hang ninja, gymnastics and fitness accessories 
from two, 3m high Accessories Bars. Includes tough Delta Ninja Rings for free-style swinging, a 3m high 
Power Pole and 3m long Jungle Rope to climb up and down.

At the centre of this frame is the 3m, nine rung monkey bar that’s height adjustable anywhere from 1.2 to 
2.3m high. Also included on The Combat Ninja are the Long Ninja Grips and Roman Rings.

The Combat Ninja frame is completely free-standing, thanks to a solid, clever design and construction. 
Load rated to 1,920kg.

 

THE COMBAT
NINJA

AWARD WINNING BACKYARD NINJA TRAINING

$4,150

5m (L) x 3.25m (W) x 3m (H)

The Ninja is a fresh experience for budding Ninja Warriors in training, 
introducing NEW Funky accessories to the Funky Monkey Backyard 
Ninja range.

The Ninja comes complete with climbing, swinging and strength 
building equipment to train in your backyard.

Just like a Ninja Warrior, learn to tackle the Lache Bars, swing 
between the Monkey Bars and Ninja Grips and climb up and across 
more than 5 metres of Jungle Rope and the 3m Cargo Wall.

Add-on the Firefighter’s Pole and the Combat Ladder to take The Ninja 
to another level in backyard ninja training. Load rated to 1,200kg.

 

THE
NINJA

5m (L) x 3m (W) x 2.3m (H)

FOR BUDDING WARRIORS

$3,325

All prices inclusive of GST. 
Order online | funkymonkeybars.com

28
28

28
28
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If you’ve got a long narrow backyard, or side yard, then this is the Funky 
Monkey Bars® you’ve been waiting for. The Troop is designed for that exact 
purpose, it has six metres of monkey bars and three swing stations and it’s 
only two-metres wide. You can choose two colours in your frame and mix 
or match for fun!

It features the NEW Small Nest Swing that everyone loves, and get swinging 
on the Sling Swing or Trapeze. You’ve also got options to add-on to The 
Troop with Height Extenders, Accessories Bars and load it up with more 
add-ons.

Lots of kids can play on The Troop with a load rating of 1,403kg.

THE
TROOP

8m (L) x 2m (W) x 2.3m (H)

LIKE A LAP POOL IN DIMENSIONS 
BUT MORE FUN

$2,800

29

All prices inclusive of GST. 
Order online | funkymonkeybars.com

The Marmoset is for lots of kids, it features two three-
metre monkey bars that can be set at different heights 
and in different colours and four stations to hang swings 
and climbing nets and other accessories.

It’s possible to swap accessories in and out to suit the 
age and interests of the family, friends or community 
group. The Marmoset is for Funky followers who want 
more monkey bars, and to be able to add-on more 
options like the Floating Flying Fox. Load rated to 
1,620kg.  

 

THE
MARMOSET
MONKEY MADNESS ON THE MARMOSET

$3,295

5m (L) x 4m (W) x 2.3m (H)

28
28

28
28

28
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The Mandrill will give you the ultimate WOW factor in your backyard, just beware it 
could draw a crowd of neighbourhood kids. It is spectacular and the largest frame in 
the Funky Monkey Bars® family with an 8m x 3m footprint and loads of space to play.

It has two three-metre monkey bars that can be set at different heights and in 
different colours, an awesome Flying Fox and at least five swing stations that can be 
swapped out for other accessories plus you can still add-on more!  

This is one amazing playground that will entertain a party of kids of different ages, 
confidence levels and capabilities and The Mandrill is load rated to 1,620kgs.

THE
MANDRILL

FOR A BIG SPACE YOU NEED THE BIGGEST FUNKY MONKEY BARS®

$3,825

8m (L) x 3m (W) x 2.3m (H)

For those who want it all - consider The Mandrill PLUS loaded with Funky      
Monkey Bars best accessories to entertain the whole family and so many more. 
It’s awesome and it’s load rated to a massive 1,620kg!

On the 8m long Mandrill with its two height-adjustable monkey bars The Mandrill 
Plus also includes; the 3m high Combat Ladder, Power Pole and Jungle Rope, the 
Nest Swing Package, the Floating Flying Fox, Ninja Grips and the Horizontal Rope.

The Mandrill PLUS is one mega frame and like all Funky Monkey Bars® it’s free-
standing and portable and there is no need for concrete. It’s a feat of playground 
engineering and showcases the best of Funky Monkey Bars®. So much fun!  

THE
MANDRILL

A BIG FRAME LOADED WITH BIG ACCESSORIES IS AWESOME
 

$5,635

8m (L) x 3.6m (W) x 3m (H)

PLUS so much more!

All prices inclusive of GST. 
Order online | funkymonkeybars.com

28
28

28
28
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For the early years, and for kids of all 
abilities, the NEW Swing Sets by Funky 
Monkey Bars are strong, safe and stable 
for all the family to join in the fun.

Choose from a huge range of swings, 
choose your colours and add-on more! 

As the kids grow, transform a Funky 
Monkey Swing Set to a classic Funky 
Monkey Bars frame for a lifetime of play.

The strength of the Funky Monkey 
Swing Sets is unlike anything on the 
market, they’re made of Australian 
steel and are rock-solid and safe 
thanks to a revolutionary, free-standing 
design supported by the stabilising 
Twirly Whirly Bars.

32
28

28
28

28

BUILD YOUR OWN SWING SET!

Go online to build your own Swing Set with our Swing Set 
Builder. Choose from 18 swings and hanging equipment for 
a combination that best suits your family.

TRANSFORM TO FUNKY 
MONKEY BARS®

The Funky Monkey Bars range® 
is modular, to grow up with 
your family. 

(A) The Funky Monkey Swing 
Set can transform to The 
Gorilla PLUS and beyond. 

(B) The Cheeky Little Swing Set 
can transform to The Cheeky 
Monkey PLUS and beyond.

(A) (B)

ADD-ON MORE!

A Swing Set is much more when you add-on a 
Cargo Net, Netball Hoop, Basketball Hoop or 
Firefighter’s pole by Funky Monkey Bars. 

https://www.funkymonkeybars.com/pages/swing-sets

KEY
FEATURES

NEW
SWING SETS

32
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For kids of all ages, and when friends join in, 
choose three swings to fill the 3 Station Swing 
Set with the option to add-on more. Plenty of 
wonderful combinations from a choice of 18 
swings and other hanging equipment.

Popular options include the classic, Rubber 
Swing, Trapeze and a Toddler Swing.  Make it a 
little Funky and choose, The Chillin’ Longboard, a 
Jungle Rope and a Small Nest Swing. Load rated 
to 1,025kg.

FUNKY MONKEY
SWING SET
3 STATIONS
(CHOOSE YOUR OWN)

FROM $1,340

4.5m (L) x 2.6m (W) x 2.3m (H)

28
28

28
28

KEY
FEATURES

STABLE & SAFE

Our Swings Sets are stable and strong 
with a huge load rating of 920 to 
1,025kgs. The weight of the Australian 
galvanised steel frame, and the 
clever design gives it rock-solid 
stability.  

HUGE RANGE OF SWINGS

Swings for all ages, and all abilities 
are available in many colours. 
Choose from 18 swings, nests, cubby 
houses, yoga swings and other 
hanging equipment. Swap them in 
and out and watch young bodies 
and minds grow.

CHOOSE YOUR COLOURS

Choose the colour of your frame to suit your 
landscape. Powder-coated in Australia so soft to 
touch and durable to last in all conditions.  Funky 
Monkey Swing Set frames feature silver and a 
choice of six sensational colours. The Cheeky 
Monkey Swing Set has two colour choices. The 
swings come in an array of colours.

FREE-STANDING STEEL FRAME

Our frames are made with strong, medium weight, 
Australian galvanised steel and coated inside and 
out against corrosion. Tough, malleable iron fittings 
and the unique ‘Twirly Whirly’ design stabilises the 
frame without concrete or digging.  Free-standing 
and secured with an anchor screw into grass at 
each foot.
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28
28

28

The 1 Station Funky Monkey Swing Set is best suited to the Swinging Cubby 
or a Yoga Swing to use without any interference from other hanging 
equipment. 

Popular on 1 Station is the Swinging Cubby that’s 140cm diameter and 
165cm height. The Large Nest Swing and Chillin’ Round Swing are also 
wide enough for lots of kids. For all abilities, the Yoga Swing and the Chillin’ 
Hammock Swing are popular choices. For fitness, choose an outdoor Boxing 
Bag with lots of room for kick-boxing and sparring. Load rated to 1,025kg.

FUNKY MONKEY
SWING SET
1 STATION
(CHOOSE YOUR OWN)

FROM $1,215

4.5m (L) x 2.6m (W) x 2.3m (H)

When you choose a big swing, like a Nest Swing or a Boxing Bag, you need 
a bit more room. Choose one more swing for a double combo on a 2 
Station Swing Set.

Popular combinations to fill 2 Stations include, the Large Nest Swing and 
a Toddler Swing? For all abilities, the Yoga Swing with a ‘Chillin Hammock 
Swing. For fitness, a Boxing Bag and a Jungle Rope. Load rated to 1,025kg.

FUNKY MONKEY
SWING SET
2 STATIONS
(CHOOSE YOUR OWN)

FROM $1,340

4.5m (L) x 2.6m (W) x 2.3m (H)
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28
28

28

The Cheeky Little Swing Set has all the strength and stability, in a smaller 
footprint, with a choice of two swings, in lots of combos. It’s free standing, 
safe and stable for swinging and climbing for toddlers to teenagers.

Popular options include the classics, Sling Swing, and Trapeze in lots of 
different colours. Make it a little Funky and choose The Chillin’ Longboard 
with a Jungle Rope. Load rated to 920kg.

CHEEKY LITTLE
SWING SET
2 STATIONS
(CHOOSE YOUR OWN)

FROM $1,290

3.5m (L) x 2m (W) x 2.3m (H)

The 1 Station Cheeky Little Swing Set gives you room for a large Nest 
Swing or a Swinging Cubby without interference from other hanging 
equipment in a compact design for small spaces. The Cheeky Little 
Swing Set has all the strength and stability, in a smaller footprint, and 
is best suited to the Swinging Cubby, a Large Nest Swing or a Yoga 
Swing, amongst others. Load rated to 920kg.

CHEEKY LITTLE
SWING SET
1 STATION
(CHOOSE YOUR OWN)

FROM $1,165

3.5m (L) x 2m (W) x 2.3m (H)

3938
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Trapeze
(yellow, pink, blue)

$$125

Chillin' Long 
Board Swing

$$340

Chillin' 
Hammock 

Swing

$$185

One of the best things about Funky Monkey Bars® is the ability to add 
new equipment as your child and family grows. Every year exciting new 
frame and add-on options are introduced to the modular Funky range. 
Check out what we’ve got in store now. All prices inclusive of GST.

FUNKY MONKEY
  BARS

®

 ACCESSORIES
28

28
40 The Funky Monkey Bars® 

range of swings is made 
for the youngest through 
to the young at heart.  
Toddler swings to Nest 
Swings and Flying Fox 
rides – it’s fun for all.

SWINGS

Sling swing
(yellow, pink, blue)

Toddler swing
(yellow only)

$$160 $$125

Rubber swing

$$160

Floating Flying Fox
Includes:

Button Swing or 
Flying Fox Handle

$$490

28
28

Flying Fox 
Handle

$$125

Swinging 
Cubby

$$360

41

Button Swing

$$125

2.3m Cheeky 
Floating 

Flying Fox
Now Available

Chillin' Round 
Swing (100cm)

$$240

Small 
Nest 

Swing
(70cm)

$$160
Large 

Nest Swing 
(100cm)

$$200

$$490
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FUNKY MONKEY
  BARS

®

 ACCESSORIES CONT

GYMNASTICS 
& CIRCUS

Dip/Parallel Bars 

$$330

Roman Rings 

$$135

43

Aerial Silk Kit
(lime, light blue)

 
$$290

Yoga Swing
(lime, light blue)

 
$$170

Adjustable-height 
Gym/Pull Up Bar

$$250

 Includes:
additional

twirly whirly bar

28
28 28
28

Lache Bars

$$430

A range of attachments from Funky 
Monkey Bars® for the gymnast, circus 
performer, or for those that are just 
naturally agile.

Stunt Monkey 
Crash Bag

 
$$150

3m 
Firefighter’s

Pole 

$$220
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Funky Monkey Bars is 
the backyard training 
platform for the aspiring 
ninja warrior with 
frames and obstacles 
to challenge beginners 
and professionals.

NINJA & 
TRAINING

Combat 
Ladder

(Available in 
all colours)

$$880

FUNKY MONKEY
  BARS

®

 ACCESSORIES CONT

28
28 28
28

2.3m 
Horizontal 

Climbing Net 
(only for Cheeky 
Monkey frame)

Includes: 
one 2.3m 

Accessories Bar

$$380

3m 
Horizontal 

Climbing Net
Includes: 
one 3m 

Accessories Bar 

$$420

3m Cargo 
Wall

Includes: 
2 x 

Accessories 
Bars and 

Cargo Wall

$$530
Cargo Net

$$275

44
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Ninja Delta Rings (set of four) 
Includes:

Swing Hooks

$$160

Round Ninja Grips 
(set of four) 

$$140

Long Ninja Grips 
(set of four) 

$$140

3m 
Jungle 
Rope 

$$150

28
28 28
28FUNKY MONKEY

  BARS
®

 ACCESSORIES CONT

2.3m 
Jungle 
Rope 

$$125

NINJA & 
TRAINING Weight Bar 

Holders

$$99

Traverse 
Rocket Rings

$$430

Banana
Ninja Grips

$$140

Large Boxing Bag
Made for the outdoors, 

water-filled.

$$275

3m Horizontal 
Jungle Rope 

$$150

46
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Every home needs space to play 
backyard sport and Funky Monkey Bars 
takes advantage of the frame to attach 
sports equipment to practice your skills. 

SPORTS

Soccer/
Cricket Net
(frame not 
included)

$$200

Single Swing 
Frame

$$310

The modular concept of Funky Monkey 
Bars® allows you to grow your frame with 
more frame and more bars to create more 
fun and fitness in your outdoor play area.  

EXPAND YOUR 
FRAME

Accessories Bar
(Load rated to 180kgs)

$$180

Double Swing 
Frame

$$370

3m Height 
Extender (Top)

(Load rated 
to 180kgs)

$$440

$50

GIFT CARDS
Available in $50 

increments

3m Height 
Extender 

(Side)
(Load rated 
to 180kgs)

$$580
All prices inclusive of GST. 
Order online | funkymonkeybars.com

FUNKY MONKEY
  BARS

®

 ACCESSORIES CONT

28
28 28
28

Adjustable-height 
Netball Hoop

(includes pole) 

$$190

Floating 
Accessories 

Bar

$$380

THE FUNKY LEVELLING KIT 

 

$$190    each

PATENT PENDING 2020204133 
 
The NEW Funky Levelling Kit is an exciting 
innovation to help Funky Monkey Bars 
customers install on a significant slope or 
undulating yard. 
 
If you have a slope or undulation of more 
than 100mm and less than 600mm over 3 
metres, then The Funky Levelling Kits can help 
you to install a Funky Monkey Bars frame. 
Small slopes or general undulation, typical of 
a grassed backyard, can be accommodated 
within the existing Funky Monkey Bars frame 
and fittings. 
 
Contact the Funky Crew for a Guide on How 
to Measure Your Slope to identify how many 
Funky Levelling Kits and Extra Levellers will be 
required. 
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For an obligation-free quote and Schools & Commercial Product 
Catalogue contact Funky Monkey Bars® Commercial Sales Manager:

      info@funkymonkeybars.com            1300 912 198

SCHOOLS AND
COMMERCIAL50

5150

Funky Monkey Bars® builds 
commercial-rated playgrounds 
that schools and businesses can 
afford and customise to suit their 
specific requirements.

Funky Monkey Bars® sare an affordable choice 
in a school or commercial environment; the play 
configurations are refreshing and new and adaptable   
to the market without compromise on quality.

They’ve been installed in early childhood, primary 
and secondary schools around Australia.

Funky Monkey Bars® provides playground solutions for 
community, public and commercial spaces to entertain 
the kids. Our playgrounds are a popular, affordable 
option for businesses with a kids’ play space. They are 
found in caravan parks, hospitality venues, therapy 
centres, gyms, parks and open spaces.

All our school and commercial  playgrounds 
comply with the Australian Standard for 
Playground Equipment AS 46850.

It is recommended that all school 
and commercial Funky Monkey Bars® 
playgrounds are anchor screwed to 
cement strip footings 400mm below the soft 
fall surface to be installed by the client.

School and commercial models of Funky Monkey 
Bars® are designed to be self-installed and an 
installation service is available in Western Australia.

Each commercial frame includes; Site Plan, 
Assembly Instructions, a User Guide and 
recommended Maintenance Plans.  

The Site Plans include details on the recommended 
strip footings and further information on the ground 
works required.

SCHOOLS

COMMERCIAL

COMPLIANT WITH 

AUSTRALIAN 
STANDARDS

SELF-INSTALLED

51
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ORDER,
DELIVERY AND
INSTALLATION

5352

shop 
online

www.funkymonkeybars.com 8 Stack Street, 
Fremantle
W.A. 6160
AUSTRALIA 

52
Funky Monkey Bars ® sells direct  

to its customers world-wide     
from its online store.   

visit our
showroom

www.funkymonkeybars.co.nz

customer 
support

1300 912 198

Call our friendly Funky crew, they 
can help to place your order 
and provide great advice on 

which frame and accessories will 
suit your family and the space in 

your backyard.

follow us 
on social

We are very social monkeys so 
please stay in touch.

Funky Monkey Bars® has a 
distribution centre in New Zealand  

- getting Kiwi kids outdoors.

Open 9am to 5pm 
weekdays, by 
appointment 
on Saturdays.

delivery

Funky Monkey Bars® delivers direct to   
your backyard from its manufacturing   

site in Perth, Western Australia and its own 
distribution centre in Melbourne, Victoria.  

Strategic partnerships with Australian   
and international couriers deliver efficient 

and cost-effective freight solutions to     
all Funky Monkey Bars® customers.

installation

All Funky Monkey Bars® come with illustrated 
instructions and all the tools needed to 

self-install your new frame in your backyard. 
Instructions are also available on your own 
device. Download and search the BILT App 
for step-by-step, 3D interactive instructions.  

If you need help to install your Funky Monkey 
Bars®, please call us 1300 912 198.info@funkymonkeybars.com

28
28
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55 OUR 
STORY

Founder and Perth Dad, Shane Roberts, created the first Funky 
Monkey Bar for his monkey-mad 5-year-old daughter, who’d 

spend all day, everyday challenging  herself to get better.

She loved her Funky Monkey Bar and other kids and their parents 
loved it too.  

Our Funky Monkey Bar was free-standing, without the need 
for cement, yet it was tough and strong enough for all the 
neighbourhood kids to come over and play.

And there began our journey of creating outdoor play equipment. 
New models were introduced and the concept grew in popularity. 
Funky Monkey Bars® were getting kids outdoors and away from the 
lure of the screen.

Colin Burdle joined Funky Monkey Bars® in 2014 and his knowledge 
of structural engineering expanded the design of Funky Monkey 
Bars® to be height adjustable and modular, so that customers 
could add more play and fitness equipment to their existing frame.  

We created an online store and now attract customers worldwide 
with our unique, flat-packed design.

Funky Monkey Bars® are proudly Australian made, we manufacture 
in Perth using Australian galvanised steel.  

What’s important to us is continual improvement of our innovative 
designs and that all our configurations are built to commercial 
playground quality and safety standards. 

We are always introducing new play, sport, ninja and fitness 
equipment to keep Funky Monkey Bars® relevant to the age, 
interests and confidence of your family.

Funky Monkey Bars® is all about bringing back the fun and 
resilience that comes from active outdoor play that we remember 
as kids, and our kids help to keep it real as the ultimate product 
reviewers.

®

®

An Australian owned, family-run company founded in 2009.

28
28
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72 164 496 520

1300 912 198

 info@funkymonkeybars.com
www.funkymonkeybars.com 
8 Stack Street, 
Fremantle  WA  6160

®

®

WE ARE SOCIAL MONKEYSWE ARE SOCIAL MONKEYS

All Funky Monkey Bars® designs 
are registered and protected 
under IP Australia certification

ABN


